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L IlitrocIUCtiOD 

Electronic speckle pauem interferometry (ESPl) has 
been widely used as the measurement techniques for vi-
bration analysis, contour, deformation and displacement 
etc. for a long time It). The advantage of employing ESPI 
is that the intermediate photographic processing is elim-
inated. The live correlation fringes which are related to 
the shape of the test object are directly shown on TV 
monitor. Furthermore, it is possible to use a host com-
puter to analyze the fringes. Some of the well known 
ESPI techniques for contouring and shape analysis have 
already been discussed in various books (2]. 

Recently some new techniques for contouring an ob-
ject using ESPI have been reported to overcome some of 
the drawbacks suffered by the already existing methods. 
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~e typical examples are single-wavelength techniques 
With either tilting the object 13] or shifting illuminated 
beams [4-6) and two-wavelength technique which dis~ 
plays the shape difference between an object and a master 
[2, 7]. 

In this paper, we present a new contouring tecbnique 
using TWESPI with dual-beam illuminations and make 
a detailed study on the contour phase analysis. This tech-
nique uses two different wavelengths A, and A2 to produce 
a ~ong effective equivalent wavelength Aq for contouring 
Without a master. It extents the measurernent range or 
single-wavelength ESPI and allows the measurement or 
the deeper or steeper objects than has preciously been 
possible with a single-wavelength techniques, assuming 
that 2x ambiguities can be removed at equivalent wave-
length A,.. The experimental results give good proofs for 
our analysis. 

2. Basic theories 

2.1 Establishment of the mathematics motkl 
Placed on a coordinate system X Y Z shown in fig. 1 (a), 
the optical rough surface of a lest object can be described 
by its Z coordinate. The surface Z(x. y) is a stochastic 
process and can be split into a deterministic macroscopic 
shape Zo(x, y) and a statistical microscopic deviation 
h(x, y), therefore. 

Z(x. y) = Z,(x. y) + h(x. y) (I) 
where x and yare the position coordinates of the surfaces 
or the test object. We assume that the deterministic shape 
Zo causes a deterministic phase tP. when the light is scat-
tered £com point N(x. y. z)ofthe test object to the viewing 
point P OD the image plane; and the statistic deviation h, 
a statistical phase 4> •. Thus the complex amplitudes of the 
coherent light at any given point P on the image plane 
(rom both illuminations can be expressed as 

O,(P) "" Ad expi(tPd + 4>.,) 
02(P) "'" Aa] expi(rpa] + ¢~l)' (2) 

respectively, where A. I , Aa] are the random amplitudes of 
the speckle pattern on the image plane of both iUumina· 
tion beams. The intensity at the point P is then given by 

r(P) = I, + I, + 2JI,I,cosl(~., - .p.,)" ~J.~ (3) 
when: 

1,=0,01' 

12": U2 vi 
¢" = ¢"I'" 4>"2' 
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According to the geometry oC fig. 1 (a), the deterministic 
phase tP.I of the light scattered from point N to point P 
can be expressed as follows [6] 

2_ 
tP.I - T(r. + II +'. ' KJ . (j = 1,2) (4) 

where the subscript i represents parameters related 10 the 
ith illumjnation beam; N is an arbitrary point on the test 
object and P is a viewing point;,. is a position vector of 
point N to P and,. is the scalar magnitude of '.; X, is the 
unit direction vector of illumination beam; and A is the 
wavelength oC the illumination beam and 'I is the optical 
path of the ith illumination beam directly from the source 
to the viewing point P. 

2.2 Theorelic OII4Iysis 

]n ESPI, a speclcle pattern of a test object is formed on the 
CCO camera when the object is illuminated by a coher-
ent light with the wavelength 1. In our experimental sel-
ups. the objects are illuminaled by two beams in order 
that the intensity of the speckJe pattern formed on the 
image plane is a function of the pbase and of the ampli-
tude oC the light scattered Crom the object. 

In TWESPL a test object is first illuminated by dual-
beam coherent light with wavelength AI' Referring to 
eq. (3), the distribution oftbe spcckJe pattern intensity on 

point PoCthe image plane is np). and tbe pbase advance: 
can be expressed as 

2, 4>. - -- [(I, - I,) +' • . (K, - K,)) . A, (5) 

Then keeping the intensities of two illumination beams 
constant, the object is illuminated at wavelength Al ac-
cording to the same geometry. lfthe subscript ' represents 
the parameters related to illuminations at a wavelength 
Al • then the distribution of tbe speckle pattern intensity 
on the point P is r(p) and tbe pbase advance is 

~; _ 2_ [(I, - Ill +' • . (K, - K,)) . A, (6) 

In order to measure tbe object without a master, the 
wavelength difference .dA = IAI - All is usually much 
smaller than the wavelength AI or ).1 so that the equiva-
lent wavelength is long enough for removing 2'11: ambigu-
ities. In our experiments, .dA '"'" 0.4 - 0.5 nm and A ~ 
181.66 nm. Thus we can neglect the effect of the chromat-
ic aberration of the optical system (7] and consider the 
optical paths of two illumination beams from the source 
to the viewing poine P constant, i.e. 'I ;: 'i and 'I ~ 'i . 
Eq. (6) can be written as foUows 

~." :' [(I, - I,) +' • . (K, - K,)) . (7) , 
Correlation between intensities r and r can be observed 
by a process of video signal subtraction or addition. In 
the subtraction process. the CCO camera video signal 
corresponding to the speckle pattern intensity on the 
image plane is first stored electronically when the object 
is illuminated at wavelength AI . then tbe live video signal 
when tbe object is illuminated at a wavelength Al • as 
detected also by CCO camera. is subtracted from the 
stored waveform. The output with the correlation Cringes 
is displayed on a TV monitor. If the output camera sig-
nals v,. and Y2 are proportional to tbe input image mten-
sitites r and r', respectively, then tbe subtracted signal V. 
is given by 

V. - (V, - V,) a(r - r') 
- 4yT.T, 'in[(~" - ~,,) + (~, + ~;)I2J (8) 

. 'in(~,f2) . 

where 1/1. = f/J. - tP~ . 
The brightness, B, of a TV monitor is defmed as (1] 

Ba:«VI - Vl)I ) l / l . (9) 

After averaging the random term in eq. (9) goes to bt 
uniform. Then 

( ~ )'" B« 11 11 Sinl 2· , (to) 

and 

~,_ C + 1.(..1.. _ ..1..)<, . . d) 2,;n(9, + 9,). (II) 
Al 41 2 
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where dis tbe unit difference vector of the direction vec-
toes of both iUumination beams; and 

C = 2.(2--; )(1, -I,) - 2< (I, -I,) 

1, [' . (9, + 9:~)] 
i = (X, - X,)/ 2 sm 2 . 

Dark correlation fringes appear when'" 4 "" 2 n)'t, where n 
is any integer. 

23 Direction of contour planes 
Wben '. scans across tbe surface of a test object, the sum 
"'~ on tbe eq. (11) passes through integral multiples of 

lft{ 2Sinel ; 81) 1 giving dark correlation loci on 

subtraction. If the incremental phase difference between 
Nand Q point on tbe test object is tJl/I ... tben (6) 2. . (9, + 9,) 

d~ .. (,.".,d)~ 1q (s.,·d)2srn 2 
where 

(' _ r - , .... . . 
(12) 

where Q is tbe cross point between the test object and Z 
axis; ~ is tbe surface position vector related to the point 
Q and s... is tbe scalar magnitude of vector -t.. According 
to eq. (12), the pbase difference between the point Q and 
any point N aD the test object can be determined by the 
projoc:tion of the position vector .s:., onto the difference 
vector d. When taking this projection to be the vaJue 

of an inte~al times of ).q/[ 2 sin el 
; 01

)], we obtain 

contour fnoges. Therefore, the direction vector of the 
contour planes (defined as the vector normal to the con-
tour planes) is identical with the difference vector d [4) . 
The inclined angle a between vector d and Z axis, as 
shown in fig. l(b), may be written 

• - 90" + t(9, - 9,), (Il) 
1;00 th~ interval 6 of the contour planes along the direc-
lion II 15 

h1q{2Sine' ;8,)]. (14) 

Eq. (Il) and eq. (14) sbow the direction veelor and the 
lDterval of the contour planes are related to the directions 
~ both illuminating beams. Only when a: EI 0, the direc-
bon vector d of contour planes is identical to Z axis. 
Referring to eq. (13). the measurement values can correct-
ly represent the sbape of the lest object. 

3. Tbt deslp coaslderatiollS of txpe:rimaltal set-ap 

Fig. ~~) sbows the vector relationships which meet the 
condition a _ 0 described above. The geometry is avai1~ 
ab!e orur ~or transparent objects. For most of opaque 
~bJccts. It IS impossible to meet tbe condition of a: EI O. 

ut the condition can be approached through making a: 

• 

b 

PZT ......,. 

~h:-x 

I, Z 

vaJue as small as possible. From eq. (13), one fmd a: will 
decrease when 01 decreases and 01 increases. When two 
illumination beams arc located on the same side of tbe Z 
axis. the direction vector oC the contour planes will ap-
proach Z axis. Thus. we can get an inclined contour plane 
according to the geometry of fig. 4(a) wbich is available 
Cor the testing of an opaque object Through the automat-
ic calibration of the inclined contour plane by computer 
(introduced in another paper), we can get the correct 
shape of the test object 

When two illuminating beams are located the same 
side of Z axis. tbe interval of the contour planes shown in 
eq. (14) can be transferred into 

~ -lq{2SinC9,1; 19,1)} 
When the test object is illuminated from the same direc-
tion, the interval 6 _ co. The object can not be contoured. 
It is very important to select a suitable interval of the 
contour planes for certain test object. Thetd'ore, tbe dif-
ference oC the incident angles or both illumination beams 
bas to be suitable. When 18,1 > 101~ 6 < O. It means the 
direction vector of the contour planes reversed. The mea-
surement values are also reversed completely so that we 
get the shape of the object reversed completely. There-
fore, in the design oC our experimental set-up. we have to 
consider: 1) keeping )., < ).1; 2) keeping the same side 
illuminations of the optical axis of a viewing system and 
lOll + 1811- 180"; 3) keeping the suitable difference of 
the incident angles. of both illuminations; 4) keeping 
19,1 < 19,1. 
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4. Ex~rimenta l sct-up and resulis 

In this section, we present preliminary measuremen ts 
with the tech nique described above. Fig. 2(a) and fi g. 4(3) 
show the experimental set .ups which are available for the 

Fig. 3. The correlation fringes in fi g. 21) arrangement " 'hen the 
gr~)Und ~Iass plate (a transparent object) is located on the different 
on~ntahons. a) The plate on the X Y plane is rota ted around X 
IXIS. b) The plate on the XY plane is rotaled around Yaxis e) The 
plate on the .X Y pl ane is rotated fi rst around X axis a~d then 
around Y IXIS. 

testing of a transparent object and an opaque object 
respect ively. We ~se~ a laserdio?e wi~h 25 mW as a ligh; 
sourcc. The vanallon of the IlIunlmuting wavelength 
could be achicved by changing the temperature of the 
con trolle r of 1:lser diode. Table I shows the relat ionship 
between tem perature and wavelength. The laser beam 
from laser diode was collimated and then split into two 
illumi nation beams via a beam spli tter. In the optical 
arrangements. the object s were illuminated from the same 
side of the axis Z of the viewing system. All of the viewing 
system were composed of an imagi ng lens, an aperture 
lind a CCD C:lmera. The diameter of the aperture was so 
conuoHed that the averaging speckle size was set to be 
approximately equal to the cell size of CCD camera. 
First. the speckle pattern on the image pillne with a wave. 
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Fi ~, 4. ~) ~e experimental set. up fo r Ih(' testing of an op. que 
obJ«:t usmg I WE$ PI employing dual.beam illuminations, b) ,"!c 
\'«:tor geometry. e) The correlation fringes ,,-hen tile test object IS 
a pyramid. 
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T~ I. Tnape"'ture n w.nlftla.tb LD bead 06DLL407 + 
(oatrOlItr we 700 A. coast.ft' optical power 

Temperature (C) Wavelength (nm) Differences (nm) 

20.0 781.660 
20.5 781.704 0.044 
21.0 781.740 0.036 
21.5 781.776 0.036 
22.0 781.808 0.032 
22.' 781.844 0.036 
23.0 781 .888 0.044 
23.5 781.924 0.036 
24.0 781.960 0.036 
24.S 781 .996 0.036 
25.0 782.032 0.036 
25.S 782.064 0.032 
26.0 782.100 0.036 
26.5 782.136 0.036 
27.0 782.192 0.056 
27.5 783.396 1.204 

length A, illumination was stored 00 the (rame buffer or 
!.he host computer. Then we changed tbe wavelength Al 
of illumination light (or a wavelength A2 • Thus, the sub-
tracted speckle pattern was displayed on tbe monitor. 
and the contour (ringe pattern related to tbe shape ortbe 
test object was obtained. 

In the optical arrangement of fig. 2{a), 9 t = - 300
, 

82 "" 150" and a ground glass plate was chosen as tbe test 
object. Selecting Al = 781.66 nm and J. 2 = 782.032 nm, 
6g. 3(a)-(c) show the correlation (ringes observed along 
Z axis when the plate was placed on the different orienta-
tions. In the optical arrangement of fig. 4(a), 8, ~ 0". 
82 '"' 45° and a pyramid was chosen as the test obje<:t. 
Selecting A, = 781.66 nm and A2 "'" 782192 nm, the corro-
Iation fringes observed alongZwere shown in fig. 4(c). The 
theoretical and experimental results show good agreement 

5. CoDclusioD 

We have demonstrated a new contouring technique by 
using TWESPI employing dual-beam illuminations 

which is very valuable for the testing of steep surfaces 
because or the variable measurement sensitivity that can 
be achieved by changing the wavelengths. This technique 
does not need a master corresponding to the test object 
so tbat it is very convenient for the testing o( the 
complicated sbape. In TWESPI employing dual-
beam illuminations, tbe results is noisier because o( the 
effects o( chromatic aberration and the de<:orrelation 
between two wavelengths. At the same time, the sensitiv-
ity o( TWESPI is limited by the equivalent wavelengtb 
Aqo used. Because the data rrom two wavelengths are 
combined, there is an error magnification in effect In 
order to increase the sensitivity and the accuracy simulta-
neously, the single-wavelength 2rr ambiguities should 
be removed by taking the integrated two-wavelength 
phase. 
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